Ninth Grade Slays #2: The Chronicles Of Vladimir Tod (Chronicles Of Vladimir Tod-Graphic Novel)
**Synopsis**

The second graphic novel in the series of adaptations of Heather Brewer's New York Times best-selling series. Freshman year stinks for Vlad Tod. Bullies still harass him. The photographer from the school newspaper is tailing him. And failing his studies could be deadly. A trip to Siberia gives study abroad a whole new meaning as Vlad connects with other vampires and advances his mind-control abilities, but will he return home with the skills to recognize a vampire slayer when he sees one? In this thrilling sequel to Eighth Grade Bites, Vlad must confront the secrets of the past and battle forces that once again threaten his life.
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**Customer Reviews**

A very entertaining portrayal of a vampire that grows old like a human, goes to school, falls in love, etc. He just has a psycho vampire and a slayer who happens to be his best friend after him. Very cute. Well done. I thought the plot took a little bit to get into but once you did it was interesting if just a little cliche. Still if you like vampire stories like morgansville and the vampire kisses series you'll like this one too.
This book was great! The story of Vladimir Todd as he makes his way through high school, being the only vampire human hybrid is wonderful. Not only is the book easy to read, it's also funny and keeps your attention. I haven't found a slow moving part in the series thus far. I am very impressed.

I loved this book, it was great, it has become my favorite book. Since I read the first page of eighth grade bites, I have had a hunger like no other for the rest of the books. I can't wait to read tenth grade bleeds, and all the others. It had a wonderfully, and quite unpredictable plot, I which is very hard to find. In the word of Hades,"two thumbs way way up!"

This book is amazing it is like so good I can't explain.I love that he is more brave now.Even though it is only like 278 pages,there is so much involved.I think everyone should read it.I read it 3 hours!Get the book!!!

Full of plot twists, humor, and tears. Just as exciting as eighth grade bites. A definite must read even for those who don't like to read that often. This series/ book has restored my love of reading!!

This is a awesome book; if you like vampire drama books this is your series to read. It is about a kid Vladimir Tod is a vampire and his parents died when he was 11. It is about his life as a vampire he lives with his aunt nelly and his best friend is a human that Vladimir bit when they where 8

Vlad's back, this time in high school. D'ablo's dead, and he thinks life is rocking. He thought wrong.This book tops the first book on so many levels. First, it's about 100 pgs longer, so there was a lot more to explain. Second, the new characters give it a lot of vibe.It's much better than Eighth Grade Bites:)

This is a great book. I found it to be a quick and fun read. It is Vladimir Todd first year of high school and possibly his last. As Vlad fights old and new enemas he also fights bullies. A perfect read for a vampire fan as well as a teen fantasy
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